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Today’s Agenda
 Introduction to McDaniel
College
 First-Year IL Program
 Theory

The College

●

1700 undergraduates

●

1200 graduates

In the class of 2024:
● 57% female, 43% male

●

Founded 1867

●

Central Maryland

●

47% multicultural students

●

45% first-generation students

(Baltimore-D.C.
suburbs)

●

143 full time faculty

●

33 majors

The Students

Hoover Library

●

500K volumes (print books)

●

+ 600K titles shared with a consortium

●

114 databases

●

170K print/digital journals

●

120K physical/streaming media titles

●

6 librarians

●

6 support staff

●

2 library sessions required for all 1styear students (First Year Seminar)

●

1-3 additional library sessions
requested by most writing faculty

Our Classroom

FYS IL Program and Faculty Collaborative Process
Spring
• ILC presents to FYS
faculty
• First Look Office
schedules FYS1

Summer

Fall

• ILC develops materials;
assigns sections &
trains librarians

• Students attend FYS1
during the 1st three
weeks

• FYS faculty schedule
FYS2

• Librarians customize &
teach FYS2 throughout
semester
• ILC assesses and
reports to FYS
leadership

Content
1st Session (FYS1)

2nd Session (FYS2)

Intro to Hoover Library & librarians

Journal articles/peer review process

Differentiating sources (popular vs.
scholarly)

Source evaluation
(primary/secondary/tertiary; ARBCs)

Intro to catalog & navigating the
stacks

Intro to database searching
(Research Starter)

Strategy
Direct instruction
Active learning
Hands-on practice
Student handout
 Content summaries
 Notetaking space
 Directions and work space for in-class
practice exercises

Outline of FYS1 Session

Introducing
the Library

Introducing the Library



What is the name of your FYS course?



What is your major? (If you haven’t picked
a major yet, that is okay; just leave this
space blank.)



Select “Staff Directory”, located in the
“About the Library” pulldown menu on the
library’s homepage (hoover.mcdaniel.edu).



Skim over each librarian’s list of subjects.



Write down the name of the librarian who
could help you with research in your FYS
course.



Write down the name of the librarian who
could help you with research in your major.
(It’s okay to leave this blank, if you haven’t
yet chosen a major.)

Scholarly vs.
Popular
JUNK
author

not creden aled

POPULAR



expert /
researcher

publisher

popular / self‐published

popular

academic
(o en)

audience

general public

general public

experts

content

general interest & hot
topics

general interest

specific &
technical

citations

rare (unreliable)

occasionally

always

peer review

no

no

yes (mostly)

Title of Publication:



Type of publication (book, journal
magazine, newspaper, etc.):



How would you classify this source?
(Select one.)
 Scholarly
 Popular
 Junk

SCHOLARLY

journalist / staff
writer

Source Types: Scholarly and Popular



Briefly explain your decision. (See the
table below.)



Were you able to find all the information
you need to classify your source?
(publisher, audience, citations, etc.)

The
Catalog
& Stacks

Using the Catalog



What is the title of the work you and your partner
chose?



What is the call number?



On what floor would you find it?



What type of work is it? (Book, newspaper, DVD, etc.)



Is the work popular or scholarly? How did you decide?



Did you text the call number to yourself?

Theory: The “Why” Behind the “What”
 Backward design (Wiggins & McTighe)
 ACRL Framework
 Disciplinary context (Farrell & Badke)
 Transactional model of direct instruction
(Huitt, Monetti, & Hummel)

Backward Design: Start at the end

Define
learning
goals (desired
outcomes)

Decide on
assessments
(evidence of
learning)

Design
instruction
(learning
experiences)

Wiggins, G. P., & McTighe, J. (2005). Understanding by design (Expanded 2nd ed.). Association for Supervision and Curriculum Development.

ACRL Framework: Consider the big picture
Student need: • Authority is
constructed and
distinguishing
contextual*
source types

Student need:
searching
effectively

• Scholarship as
conversation*
• Searching as
strategic exploration*

*Association of College and Research Libraries. (2015). Framework for information literacy for higher education. Washington, DC: American Library Association.

Context: Situate IL instruction in a discipline


Disciplinary practitioners . . .
 value information literacy. . . but
 do not separate it from the socio-cultural practices of
the discipline



Thus students are better served when librarians . . .
 let go of IL as an independent construct
 understand IL as the information practices inherent
to a discipline

*Farrell, R., & Badke, W. (2015). Situating information literacy in the disciplines: A practical and systematic approach for academic librarians.
Reference Services Review, 43(2), 319-340..

How?
Faculty
• Schedules FYS2 at a
time that makes sense
for their course

Librarians
• Study submitted course
documents

• Upload course syllabus
and assignment

• Adapt general FYS2
content to course
discipline

• Meet with librarian and
attend session

• Seek faculty input during
session, as appropriate

Tailoring FYS2
Content to a
Discipline



Explain “primary source”
w/ a discipline-specific
example



Point out differences
between the “generic”
scholarly article and those
in the course discipline



Construct database search
string examples in light of
discipline and assignment



Suggest assignmentspecific resources

Keywords
TOPIC:

The female gothic in the ghost literature tradition

"female gothic"

ghost

literature

wom*n

supernatural

stor*

occult

fiction

 Books – Search these terms in the library
catalog; skim books for pages on your topic


“Ghost stories, English--History and criticism”



“Horror tales, English--History and criticism”
(Substitute “American” for “English”)



“Psychological literature--History and criticism”



“Gothic revival (Literature)--English-speaking
countries”



“Ghosts in literature”

 Articles – Try these databases; use your
search string OR the title of your work.


JSTOR



Bloom’s Literature



MLA International Bibliography

Keywords
What is the impact of reality TV cooking shows
on eating behavior?
TOPIC:

“reality television”

cooking

“eating behavio*r”

“reality TV”

kitchen

diet

“TV cooking show*”

meal

competition

“food preparation”

Keywords
The chemistry of kombucha, the fermented tea drink from Manchuria
chemistry

kombucha

fermentation

chemical reaction

fermented tea

alcoholic fermentation

acetic acid bacteria

SCOBY

lactic fermentation

lactic acid bacteria

tea fungus

acetic fermentation

yeast

NOT coffee

Keywords
How does the church contribute to literacy in Latinx
immigrants?
TOPIC:

church

literacy

Latin*

Pentecostal

language

Hispan*

Catholic

ESL

Immigrant*

religion

Database Suggestions
 MLA
 JSTOR
 Ethnic Diversity Source








Website Suggestions
 Pew Research Center Hispanics/Latinos
 Hispanic Research
Center





Transactional Model of Direct Instruction:
Plan details
Instruction

a deliberate attempt to promote learning
of specified knowledge or skill

Transactional

having the nature of an exchange
between two people

Direct
instruction

involves an agent providing clear stepby-step presentation of information

Huitt, W., Monetti, D., & Hummel, J. (2009). Designing direct instruction. Prepublication version of chapter published in C. Reigeluth & A. Carr-Chellman
(Eds.), Instructional design theories and models: Volume III, Building a common knowledgebase (pp. 73-97). Lawrence Erlbaum
Associates http://www.edpsycinteractive.org/papers/designing-direct-instruction.pdf

Transactional Model of Direct Instruction

• explicit, incremental explanation of
content
• an emphasis on teacher/student
interaction at each point in the process

Huitt, W., Monetti, D., & Hummel, J. (2009). Designing direct instruction. Prepublication version of chapter published in C. Reigeluth & A. Carr-Chellman
(Eds.), Instructional design theories and models: Volume III, Building a common knowledgebase (pp. 73-97). Lawrence Erlbaum
Associates http://www.edpsycinteractive.org/papers/designing-direct-instruction.pdf

Theoretical Basis:
an eclectic approach using principles from four
major learning theories
 Operant conditioning and behavior analysis
 Information processing and cognitive learning
 Facilitative teaching (a humanistic approach)
 Social cognitive approach (e.g., cooperative
learning

Four Phases of Instruction
1. Presentation
2. Practice
3. Assessment and
evaluation

4. Monitoring and
Feedback

Events of Instruction

Outline of FYS2 Session

Primary/
Secondary/Tertiary

Source Evaluation
GUIDE TO EVALUATING SOURCES – THE ARBCs
AUTHORITY
 What are the author’s
credentials/qualifications?
 Does the author have
expertise in the topic?
 Who is the publisher (print)
or organization (online)?
 What is the reputation of
the publisher/organization?

BIAS (PERSPECTIVE)
 Why was the work written
and published? (To inform?
To persuade?)
 How does the author use
language? (Impartially? To
provoke emotion –
fear/anger?)
 Is the author transparent
about their perspective?

Getting Started with
Research Starter



My topic is . . .



Search your topic in Research Starter. What
words did you use to search?



Experiment with limiters and filters (full text,
date, scholarly/peer‐reviewed, source type,
language, etc.). Which ones did you use?



Choose the best source for your topic. Write
the title here.



What kind of work is this source (book,
journal article, news, etc.)?



What is the main reason you chose this as
your best source?

RELIABILITY/VALIDITY
 Is there a

bibliography/works
cited/footnotes?
 Can information be
verified by other high
quality sources?
 Are there editors or others
who check the
information before
publication?
 Do the conclusions follow
logically from the
evidence?
CURRENCY
 Does the source reflect

the most up‐to‐date
research?
 Do I need historical or
current information for
my research?

Database
Searching
Going Farther with Research Starter
Write your topic here, and underline two or three key concepts.
Write a keyword here.

Write a keyword here.

Write a keyword here.

OR

OR

OR

Synonyms/related words go
here

OR
And here . . .

AN
D
‐
NO
T

Synonyms/related words go
here

OR
And here . .

AN
D
‐
NO
T



Check out “Research Guides” and “A‐Z
Database List” on the library’s
homepage.



See “How to Read a Scholarly Article” on
page 3 for tips on getting the most from
journal articles.



Attend any library sessions scheduled for
your other classes.



Consult the Reference Help Desk.



Make an appointment with a librarian.

Synonyms/related words go
here

OR
And here . .

OR

OR

OR

Etc.

Etc.

Etc.

More Info

Write out your search string here, and try it in Research Starter.

Does this approach “work”?
Librarians

“Students are fully engaged during
instruction.”

Faculty

“Attendance at the second library session
had a positive impact on my students’
research projects.”

Students

“I liked . . . that the person giving the
presentation [modeled application of the
IL content] in the specific way I knew I
was going to be using it.”

Association of College and Research Libraries. (2015). Framework for information literacy for higher
education. Washington, DC: American Library Association.
Black, E. L. (2020). Instructional design for single information literacy sessions. Public Services
Quarterly, 16(3), 161–171.
Cairns, D. & Areepattamannil, S. Teacher-directed learning approaches and science achievement: Investigating the
importance of instructional explanations in Australian schools. Research in Science Education (2021).
https://doi.org/10.1007/s11165-021-10002-0
Farrell, R., & Badke, W. (2015). Situating information literacy in the disciplines: A practical and systematic
approach for academic librarians. Reference Services Review, 43(2), 319-340.
Hosier, A. (2017). Creating learning outcomes from threshold concepts for information literacy
instruction. College & Undergraduate Libraries, 24(1), 1-13.
https://doi-org.hoover2.mcdaniel.edu:2443/10.1080/10691316.2017.1246396
Huitt, W., Monetti, D., & Hummel, J. (2009). Designing direct instruction. Prepublication version of chapter
published in C. Reigeluth & A. Carr-Chellman (Eds.), Instructional design theories and models: Volume
III, Building a common knowledgebase (pp. 73-97). Lawrence Erlbaum Associates.
http://www.edpsycinteractive.org/papers/designing-direct-instruction.pdf
Oakleaf, M. (2008) Lesson Plan Template. Retrieved April 9, 2022 from
https://library.uhd.edu/infolitinstructiondepartment/preparing
Stockard, J., Wood, T. W., Coughlin, C., & Khoury, C. R. (2018). The effectiveness of direct
instruction curricula: A meta-analysis of a half century of research. Review of Educational Research, 88(4),
479–507. https://doi-org.proxy-um.researchport.umd.edu/10.3102/0034654317751919
Wiggins, G. P., & McTighe, J. (2005). Understanding by design (Expanded 2nd ed.). Association for Supervision
and Curriculum Development.

Thank you
Sample materials
and slides at:
https://tinyurl.com
/FYS-Samples

Scan the QR code:

OR

